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Video: Lahaina Truths and Newly Emerged Satellite
Images Tell a Dark Story. Matt Roeske
Matt Roeske: "Dust Fences," clear evidence of DEWs, Latest developments of
the heartbreaking Lahaina atrocity
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Matt  Roeske  from  CultivateElevate.com,  who  has  been  prolific  in  putting  out  Instagram
posts  regarding  information  on  Nikola  Tesla  technology,  EMF  dangers,  electroculture,
Tartaria,  and  more,  has  now  been  nailing  it  around  the  horrific  Lahaina  attack  —because
that is what it was — an attack.  It becomes more apparent day by day.

Click here to view the interview
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In addition to Roeske’s citizen journalism, another internet super-sleuth on TikTok recently
uncovered satellite images of the Lahaina devastation that demonstrate “fingerprints” that
can only be attributed to DEW.

How else could Lahaina be covered in these large, nearly identical in size, chard pinpoints
on the ground?

Undoubtedly, the smoke and chaos were a cover for the advanced weaponry.

Satellite images of Lahaina attack. Note red arrows pointing to the large, nearly identical in
size, chard pinpoints across surfaces.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Directed-energy_weapon
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A Tiktoker points out in a satellite image of Lahaina post-event nearly identical chard pinpoints
throughout Lahaina.

Was arson involved in the Lahaina fires? Yes.

Is the power company culpable? Yes. Maui officials?
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Yes….. the long list goes on.

But now we have clear, definitive evidence that DEWs played a massive role in obliterating
the sacred land of Lahaina and its people.

Miles  of  “dust  fence” below surround the crime scene of  Lahaina.  I  saw this  in  other
attempts to keep the public out of the area of “natural disaster” areas.

*
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Featured image: Lāhainā Lighthouse surrounded by August 2023 wildfire ruins
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